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Introduction to TPC, Dan Kinnoin and the firm
Dan Kinnoin was a young architect with several years of corporate
experience in Southern California, but something was missing. He
wanted to do more with his professional life than serve corporate
clients on large projects; he wanted to help private and community
clients, especially churches and non-profit organizations, make wise
planning decisions. He wanted to help them accomplish projects which
helped their communities by serving people.
During his interlude of teaching at Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo, CA he
began helping churches establish phased master plans for their
development and found much satisfaction in this work. Today, 32
years later, this passion remains and serves as the foundation for TPC
(The Planning Collaborative). The firm's work is undergirded by
healthy relationships, driven by insights into people and their needs,
and carried out with integrity. It has extended to a variety of
commercial project types along with its foundation of church facilities.
As you might then expect, TPC is a comprehensive planning firm,
providing a far greater scope of services than building design. Most of
our building design projects are rooted in a comprehensive, phased
master plan, providing our clients with an effective development that
meets their needs.

Ministry Master Planning - The First Crucial Step
Ministry Master Planning defines your needs in tangible terms that can
be used to design the site or building. It establishes planning and
design criteria for you to use, and equips you to decide on the specific
area requirements for each function. All church leaders can benefit
from this process.
Ministry Master Planning is a form of programming or "needs
assessment". But it goes deeper into the reasons why you do what you
do, and is strategic in defining how your ultimate needs can be met.
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